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ASSET SPLIT
Asset Split is an Ethereum based asset generating platform with focus
on smart-contract-generating smart contracts.
The platform is made for both crypto enthusiasts and beginners!
Our mission is the simplification of smart contract standards to allow
any John Smith creating a smart contract, fitting for his needs.
All generated contracts become part of the Asset Split Network (ASN),
building a strong and solid community. Low gas fees for
„smart contracts generated by smart contracts“ is an advantage
that professionals do appreciate.

ETHEREUM ASSET SPLIT TOKEN (EAST)
EAST is an Ethereum ERC-20 token, used as the primary payment
method for services offered by the ASN and is building the backbone
of every upcoming service contract.
Total supply: 150,000 EAST

INITIAL TOKEN SALE
100% of the total EAST volume is initially owned by the
ASN token sale contract.
Price: 1 Ether = 100 EAST

EAST PROFIT SHARES
All existing and upcoming ASN service contracts are owned by an
ASN share manager contract. From this ASN share manager, investors
are allowed to sign ASN shares. Each ASN share is an own
smart contract, holding investors collateral of 1,000 EAST and
is owned by the signer. All ASN share contracts have included functions
to receive and withdraw payments in EAST & Ether.
The EAST sale contract is owned by the ASN share manager contract,
providing Ether from EAST token sales to ASN shareholders.
One share is equal to 1% platform turnover.

EAST SUB SHARES
Owners of a full share do have the option to sell parts of their full share
within the ASN. All partial shareowners are becoming part of the
locked tokens and of every further payment withdrawn from this
share. This includes later created sub share parts as well.

UPCOMING SERVICES
Automated smart contract generation for ERC-20 tokens,
token sale contracts, crowdsale, share managers and duty stapler.
Personalized asset to blockchain services
Decentral (P2P) exchange

